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A: So you can use AES to
encrypt data you encrypt
using ECB mode and use
AES-256 to encrypt the
key you use to encrypt
data in ECB mode. When
you want to decrypt the
data you decrypt the
AES-256 key and then
decrypt the data using
ECB mode. For example:
String publicKey = KeyTo
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olkit.getKeyPair().getPubl
ic().toString(); byte[]
encryptedKey = AES256.
encrypt(publicKey.getByt
es(), secretKey); byte[]
encryptedData =
AES256.encrypt("abc",
encryptedKey); String
secretKey = AES256.decr
ypt(encryptedKey,
"12345678"); String iv =
"12345678"; String data
= AES256.decrypt(encryp
tedData, iv); See how it is
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not ECB anymore? I
actually wrote a small
article how to use
cryptography in java in
case you want to read
more about it. Q: Is there
a reason why Linux
needs so many security
levels? It's one thing to
secure a system, and
another to secure a
system that can't be
broken in a reasonable
amount of time. From my
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understanding, Linux is
inherently secure, as it's
being built on the same
OS core as Windows, and
uses the same kernel as
Windows. However,
because there are so
many levels of
protection, a reasonablydedicated hacker would
be able to break in pretty
much any system - right?
I have a few questions
about this: What exactly
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is the difference between
the different security
levels? What can they
even do (in addition to
giving away your
password)? Are there
legitimate reasons to
have so many security
levels in one OS core? A:
As other people have
said, Linux is inherently
secure because of the
underlying POSIX and
BSD code. Sure, you can
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make your own code
much more secure than
the rest, but it isn't
always worth it. There
are also legitimate
reasons to have multiple
levels of security:
Preventing users from
accidentally deleting
system files. Making sure
that everything is secure
even when the user has
sudo/root access. Making
sure that things aren't
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being quietly unlocked
when you leave the
computer, and that the
screen lock even
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